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SO December T, 1'4. i"
form of a
decree, by virtue of which tin1 "Kaetiela
Militar de Aspirantes" (! Military Train
in school
:i established T!i sel
ha for its object the training of subordinate officers for the Infantry, cavalry and artillery service
The Institution was opened on January
Km.,,
In the remodeled
building of the old
factory of Santa Fe. in Tlalpani. which
had been acquired by tin. department
for that purpose
The rules and regulations now in force in the school were
Issued at that time, according to which
It was specilied that young men
to enter the school must he Mexicans between
and "t years of age
In the case of minors it was necessary
to obtain the consent of the lather or
guard; in. Further requlrementi
vide that the candidate shall have finished a course of primary instruction,
shall be of good character, vaccinated
and possessed of the health and ptiys- -
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During the first years of the school
courses uf inl
struction were limited to two terms
and one term of practise in the servKxperlence. howice of the ranks.
ver. induced the commandant of the
school to broaden the course to the
of the studies Which now ot

59

professor for each subject In physical
re. swimming, fencing and marksmanInfantry cadets
ship with the revolver.
course in horse-me a special
unship and mounted cadets are instructed
in this branch during the entire period or
terms. The cadets
the three
also receive military Instruction In the Interior
aa
service and management of the institution, Inwell as in maneuvering In solid phalanxes and
struction in campaign operations during the entire period of their training, daily practice being
given them urder the orders of the captains in
tioivI and in conformity with the programs
approved by the commander.

0
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for the pursuit of a

mili-

Young men having the foregoing qualifications
and who wish to enter the school are required
to apply In their own handwriting to the secretary of war and navy, accompanying their applications by documents stating their agog anl
shomng their
condition as well ns be certi'..,
academic and social training. At the bottom of
the application the father or tutor must give his
consent In writing to the entry of the applicant
ApplicaInto the army as a prospective officer
tions are to be made so as to reach the war department in November or during the tlrst half of
December, also In May and during the first half
of June of each year
If the applications are acceded and after the
medl.al examination certifying to the physical
fitness of the candidates for the military service
baa been made, the applicants enter the training
school on July and January 1. respectively, and
are enrolled therein in due course Record Is
marie of the clasa of officer the applicants desire
to become and of their agreement to serve at
auch during the time they attend the military
training school and In the army for a period of
five years thereafter, the latter time to be reckoned from the dale they leave the Institution.
Young men admitted as candidates must apply for entry Into the school on the dates already
mentioned and pursue therein tfiree theoretical-practica- l
courses of six months each, and after
separately completing said courses enter such
battalion or regiment as may be Indicated by
those In charge of the school for a course of
practical Instruction. After a year's service as

the reserve army.

If

ttie nrnfessors of the school
must be military men of cknowt
edged ability and practise in the subjects they teach. The school naturally see!s to impart instruction to
the cr.dets along all lines of useful
knowledge, with particular reference
me start oi leacuera couto a military career
(feasors.
elstd of 22
are held during the first two
Examlnath
ni.1 and December of each year, no
weeks ot
grades being accepted that fall below the ap- proved stai id known as the "three li's."
that the able director or the
It is
school, Lieut. Col. Miguel Rucias, has submitted
new rule- - and regulations in detail that are most
appropriate for the needs and growth of the institution and considering his natural ability and
the desire he has to correct such defects as his
experience of nearly five years has shown him
exist, these regulations will undoubtedly be approved by the war department.
I'nder the new
regulations the artillery battery will again be
established and the course of instruction extended to four terms of six months each.

"Moike!"
"I'hwat?"
"Have yez ronfliaadT"
"Oi have that!''
' Where's the irast?"
" 'E gorrah, Dianie, and OI think he's
gone out to call a cop." Success Mag

-

Itt

In

too big for me."
"Thry this once more. Moike Hi re's
a church forninst us. Go in tie re, old
Dsn, and confias and take a frlsh start.
I'll wait outside."
He waited until he was tired, then,
peering into the darkened build. ng,
said in a horse Whisper:

-
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tary career.

SIN ANY TIME.

Late one afternoon Michael Flanni-gaand DcBBtS O'Rourke met upon the
avenue. Mike was considerably under
the weather.
"Moike," asked O'Kourke. "why don't
yez brace up, and lave the dhrink
alone?"
"Oi've thried. Dinnie, but the job's

theoretical-practica-

'or mounted officers.
In addition to the foregoing during the
terms which make up the
Bf
Ourte the cadets are instructed by a spe-i:i- l

y

A

n

nilltary Jurisprudence and law; peometry
topographic drawing.
trigonometry;
ti i
;' r the third six months the studies com-- :
g '.' ral tai tics or the use of the three
rcapons, including the application of
emei relating to map or charts of the
entry; theory and practice with small
nr (or artillery I; communication and
oil: in the field; military topography;
llitary hygiene and military horsemanship

nece-ar-
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stances.

campaign forti

leal strength
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Michael Keenly Surmised Possibilities
of Action Under the Circum-
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The present budget provides

For years and years the prospectors In Sonora.
have been searching for the second of
what lias been recorded in history as the "twin
lost mines " In certain old records of the early
missions mention is made of two certain loat
mines. The namea under which they are recorded, like the name of most of the mission established under the Spanish crown, do not correspond with any known landmarks today and
hence only relative location can be used as a
basis for exploration.
When the San Pedro mine, located south of
Nacozari. was discovered some years ago. with
its old underground workings. It 1a firmly believed that one of the two loat minea had been
discovered. Now It seems probable that the sec-enalso has be n located and In the belt Indicated In the ancient document. Even if the
second of the famoua lost mines has not been
discovered an antigua mine of great age has been
found, with proofs enough to indicate that it has
not been worked tor many years.
The discovery was made by John Culifoyle. a
pioneer mining prospector of Naoo-rarl- .
When out west of Nacozari about ten miles
he rsme across a piece of detached ore. which
He spent many days
he picked up and examined
looking over the neighboring ledges In the hope
of coming across the mother lode. But his aearch
was In vain. Meantime BO brought In the specimen of ote and was surprised to find that It ran
1.370 ounce of allver to the ton. with good values
In gold
This assay ran so high that he returned
to the district and continued his aearch. While
using a steel In a creek bottom he found rock
almoat at the surface, but continuing his soundings he suddenly struck a spot where the steel
rank several feet.
Oullfoyle knew that the rock formation could
not have ended so sbruptly and he began to excavate. He uncovered a long cut In the solid
rock of ths creek bed which held down stream
and which could not have been cut there when
the water waa flowing In the present creek bed.
A he progreased be found old stone Implements,
Including stone hammers, hatchets, snd Anally be
came across a great ancient mátela or stone bowl
In which the ancient workers pulverized the nav

they have

shown evidence of ability and of a military spirit
they will be transferred Into the regular army.
Cadets are allowed 73 cents Mexican money
per day for board and other minor expenses: are
given 50 cents n day as a loan, and are allowed
an additional amount of 60 rents a day for the
purpose of forming a fund to he applied in the
purchase of equipment and uniform to be tised
In the school, whlcgj becomes their property on
leaving the Institution and comprises their first
equipment as officers.
Cadets are subject to military law for crlmea
and misdemeanors committed by them during the
time they are In the service. The cadets Uve In
the school, take their meals there and only go out
on Sundays and national holidays, or by permls-aloand according to the Judgment of the comn

mandant.
The attidles of the half):.:,;, f retlesl-practical
courses are, for the first six months,
rulea and regulations; auditing and military
geography In general; elementa of history, arithmetic and algebra; elementa of Span-sgrammar and panoramic drawing. For the
tccond six months the studies embrace tactics
Hie wcapou used la Hue department to which
h

well-know-

I

told

Uto

next-doo-

r

Importation of Leeches.
Leeches are enumerated by the bureau of statistics andei its general
ht ad of animals Imported, the total
value of the Imports of this speclea
in 190S having been
li: in 1907,
I6.M2; in 1906, $4,494; in 1906, $3,8C2;
in 1904, $J..".S:; in lie.;;, $3.240, and In
Office, to whom he saii:
1002, $2,112
the commerce in leechea
I
"Dad. I'm getting tired of school.
i. ing thus of a growing character.
think I'll quit."
The total number of leeches Im"Why?" asked the astonished par- ported In the United Slates in the
ent; "what's the matter. Tommy? I decade ending with 1908, il about
thought you were lond of going to
Leeches are Imported free of
school."
duty. Snails were al one time enu"So I am, dad." responded the youngmerated as an article of Importation,
ster, suppressing a yawn, "but it the records from 1894 to iv.' showing
breaks up the day so." Harper's
snails imported to the extent ot about
15,000, but the snail trade so dwindled, showing only f.i of imports in
One Type of Religion.
ieople,"
said Re?. 190g that the bureau di.-- c ominued Its
"Too many
Charles F. Aked at a luncheon in New statements of this article,
York, "regard their religion as did the
A Surprising Event.
little boy in the Jam closet.
Mr. Brown (rushing excitedly Into
on
pounced
him
mother
"His
Marie, Mane, tntelligenco
the room
He stood on tiptoe, ladling Jam
has just reached me
with both hands from the Jam pot
(calmly Interrupting
Mrs. Iirown
to his mouth.
him) Well, thank heavin. Henry.
"'Oh, Jacky!' bis mother cried. Life.
'And last night you prayed to be made
a saint!'
Not Quite Qualified.
"His face, an expressionless mask
Policeman Do you have to take
of Jam, turned towards her.
care of the dog?
" 'Yes, but not till after I'm dead,' he
Nurse tlitl No The mlssla says
I
explained "
I'm too young and Inexperienced
only look after the children. Life.

Interruption.
Among the primary pupils enrolled
In a Halt. more school this term is the
son of a prominent business man of
that city.
One afternoon, at close of school, the
youngster sought out his lather in his
An

$10,-00-

$174.001. 35 Mex-

CHOICE.

"Well," said the head of the family, "It's
come to a choice between two things. "
"And what is that?" asked his wife.
"Whether we'll continue to eat meat or con
tinue to maintain an automobile "

sud-ienl-

i

FOUND THE LOST MINE
HwXtee,

Wise

aziue.

ican money for the use of the institution, not including items of forage for 98 horses and six
mules now In use at the school, and the keep of
which is charged to the general expense account
of the department of war.
A

Mrs.

neighbor today that it was a sin to
play the piano on Sunday.
Mr. Wise Why did you mention
Sunday?

r.res before smelting In their crude dobe furnaces Later he uncovered matetas. all made of
Hard to Choose.
a hard flint rock, which must have been brought
"Kdward." said the teacher, "you
into the district from a considerable distance, as have spelled the word rabbit with two
there is no flint of this hardnes near the mine. t's. Y'ou must leave one of them out"
After pursuing hi work for several days, the drift
"Yes, ma'am," replied
Kdward;
In thf rock led Into the ore ledge, but the old "which one?"
workings were found to be closed up solid with

the

His Way.

Knlcker Is Jones ihatitable?
Hocker Well, be doesn't let his
tight foot know whom his left foot
Bisks.

silt.
OullfoyiO pursued bis Investigation and found
under the soil on the creek upland the remains
of an old slag dump. As Is customary with the
prospec tors in Sonora. Gullfoyle at once had this
slag assayed. On account of the primitive metho:' smelting
d-,
employed by the ancient workmen the slag found on these old dumps la usually
rich enough to be worked over again in the modern smelter, which leave nothing of value In the
slag, but, strange to note. In this case the slag
was f.aind to be absolutely worthless. Indicating
that at this mine the pulverizing of the ore had
assisted in the extraction of the metal value
'I.'- nntlOjM smelters also knew a lot about the
In the extraction of
use of certain chemical
metal from the ore and at thla mine probably one
of tl:i'e processes was used In connection with
the furnace, only fragment of the foundation of
Which were found by excavation.
The finding of the atone tool ha caused
Interest among thoee of an archaeological turn of mind. The Spaniards were experts
In the tnsnufacture of steel, so that the tool were
not uaod by them. The supposition is thst an
Indian tribe worked this mine and that this tribe
probably operated following the invasion and occupation of the Spanish adventurers. It Is well
known that there Is a long gap between the sixteenth and eighteenth centurlea where the history
of Old Mexico snd that district now Including Arizona and New Mexico Is missing, probsbly be
csuie the missionaries, finding thst ths crown of
Spain robbed every mino reported, cessed to
mske report of thera. In 1720 the Indians killed
all the mine workers in Sonora and Arizona and
many mino abandoned at that time bare been
lost to the rorld Sonora baa many minea which,
on opening, are found to bo antigua and many of
them aro Try rich.

Some Sweet Day
You may be served
with

Post
Toasties
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and Cream

Then you will knew
what a dainty, tempting food you have been
missing.

Every serving wins
a friend
Popular pkg. 19c
Family also 15c
Sold by Grocer.

'The Memory Lingers"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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No Need to Longer Suffer from Kidney

Injurias Resulting From Hard Crutt
Formad Over the Surface at
Are Not Getting1
Irrigated Fields.

Trouble.

S A. M.

SISTERLY HOPE
OF MRS. CASSADY

Sullivan, 1712 Mof-fat- t
St., Joplin, Mo., says: "Like most She Writes, Telling Her Experience
Thi' Kilt laden waters of the rivera elderly people, I suffered from kidney
of like southwest during periods of
With Cardui, The Woman's
trouble for yeara. My back ached In
tensely and there
Plant and liiKh water In time form a crust over
Essentially DeercRooted
Tonic, and How It Cured
the surface of Irrigated alfalfa fields.
waa n feeling of
Producás Maximum Yield Only
Tm soil formed by such rivers la
my
In
Her.
numbness
When Root Can Be Maintained
natnrallv Impervious, and when a
My h a n d a
spine.
In Healthy Condition.
coating of fine sediment Is deposited
the
cramped
and
Brtnghurst. Ind "For three years,"
around It plants the effect Is Injur
Cyrus Say. Mandy, Hiram tells me
urinary passages
writes Mrs. Jennie f'assady of liring-hurs- them New Yorkers hez dinner at six
Mfalfa Is essentially n deep fNtoi Qua, particularly to young plants.
were profuse. DocInd., "I Buffered from womanly o'rlock. 1 reckon arrordin' ter thet
hirh may be killed as a result,
and produces the maximum
; !ant
tors prescribed for
and
onlv when the roots can be withstanding the fertilizing value of
they nvist hey supper when th' cock A Pleasing Sense of Health
me but I was not weakness.
"I had serious female complaint, and crows,
Strength Renewed and of
maintained in healthy condition to the the silt. In irrigating with water carbenefited. At last I
ilepth of at least four or five feet rying iiiuili silt the larger and heavier began taking Doan's
Kidney Pills. was so bad I could bardly get around,
Ease and Comfort
New Work fcr Women.
soil.
In a partlcbs are deposited In the
In a fertile, well drained
They drove my troubles away, and I but I took Cardui and It brought me
II Snyder is the follows the use of .Syrup of
If
Frederiík
F.
and
convey
which
the
the
from
water
fea !o( lilities here In the west our
cow enjoy excellent health."
grT.t relief. It cured that awful mis- only w. man impresario on earth, she
streams, while the finer and lighter
oa
acts
Senna,
gently
of
as
g .ue relatively shallow
being
Eliiir
it
l
Doan's.
name
Remember the
ery, from which I suffered every month, tayi
She decided that grand opera
at from 11 lacfcai to
feet parti.les are carried to the fields.
For sale by all dealers. CO cents a after I had taken it for only two months. would be a good thing !or St Haul and the kidneys, liver and bowels, clean-in- g
I v
gypsum or rock. At present It Tfceaa Ine particles cement together box. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
Ihe system effectually, when
made her tirst venture so successful
I hope all suffering women will try
dMf not appaaf that thin class of land and form so hard a crust when dry as
or bilious, and dispels coldi
the
in
d
business
she
continue
has
that
Indje
I
to eii
both air and moisture from
Cardui. as did, for by doing so they
ran be expected to yield the ntaxl-HEADS USUALLY EMPTY.
headaches.
faaMsjg
and
in
engaged
men
of
the
after
can benefit themselves at home."
mi in bay, although the average the soil
To get its beneficial effects, always
the saina work.
Engineers may In time devise a
You can always depend on Cardui,
yield seems to be as good it not better
buy
the genuine, manufactured by
practical
buildby
remedy for this axil
However, plant
n thta class of land
for every bottle contains the ingrediOdd Fellows' Paper?
California
the
Fig Syrup Co.
new
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present
tendency
the
a
remarkably
adaptable
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fa ll
in large quantities, according to the paper 'he Sausage Links.
rites L K Floater in Field and Farm. many ofllcera of ranal com pontea is to
Penman He in three sections, I suptnty latest methods, from herbs espeIttcreaae the grade of the channels so
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Yonkers Statesman.
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imported
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last,
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first
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not
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This
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does
the
to Increase
of available fertilizers
the problem ; it merely shifts the burder the superintendence of an experitheir alfalfa yle'.ds and in a few
enced chemist and graduate physician,
the value of either top dress- il I to the water users To such, disking the turf ace nt the proper time has
who takes every precaution known to
ing or plowing under barnyard
An
lias been proved beyond question proved t!,e most efficient remedy
science to perfect the finished product.
effort !s made to secure well water
bj bountiful increase in the yield
Ask your druggist. He knows. He
nne eiample w it h which I am per- - or dear ditch water while the alfalfa
will
tell you to take Cardui.
It is certainly time to take immediate
ffc
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effects
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think
Ella
The, ford's Blark-Orauaavi. or sick spell. It is positive proof of a
1997, we prepared the aeres free use of the disk.
Velso t.'eOc). far the liver, sad ardul
Iilsking alfalfa Is quite generally ting their heads together over someweak stomach and deranged digestion
Antiseptic iSOci. These remedies may
of raw land. After clearing, plow Ing
thing.
be taken singly, by themselves. If deand leveling ara Irrigated and si. read practised now throughout the west. It
and for which you cannot take a Letter
aa
leigrlhrr.
a
complete
or
someIbree
sire,,
guess
I
there'a
Stella Yes;
This ti geinullv done In the spring as
100 loads ol barnyard manure
crece cment for n onsen's Ilia..
Write toi
medicine than Hoetetaaf'l Stomach
Ladles' Advisory Drat.. Chattanooga
aas turned under at once, a fine seed soon as the (round is hard and firm thing In It.
Bitters; but remember this, the longer
Chattanooga.
Trnn.,
Co..
for
Medicine
one?
Which
Ella
prepared and I pounds of seed and before the growth has started.
book,
Special Instructions, aad
you put oil giving the assistance need"Home Treatment for Women," seat la
t,. the acre was sown with a press When a nld Is disked a second time
ed by the digestive system the harder
BABY WASTED TO SKELETON
piala wrapper, oa recjuest.
drill A hard rRin followed Quickly and in the same season It is done when
it is going to be to core you. We know of
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stubble
short. Just alter the
the ground that a poor
so packed
The Jeweled Set.
"My little son, when about a year
hundreds of cases, taken in hand at the
InsarsaWhjsiS
resulted. As soon as dry moval of the rrop The disks should
stand
An actress said of Eleanor Robson:
and a half old, began to have sores
very beginning in which a short course
e: ought we harrowed and sowed more be set nearly straight, so as to stir
Auhas
She
married
a
dear.
is
"She
The spring-tootl- i come out on his face. I had a physior the Bitters proved very efficacious.
!..! broadcaat. We were preparing luit not overturnIs the soil also,
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I Ilk' JJr?
gust Belmont. Now she is in the set
used
but Its cian treat him, but the sores grew
harrow
Therefore, be persuaded to get a bottle
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ridiI once heard her so wittily
that
up the ground too worse. Then they began to come out
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" Kr the North Cape, I believe,'
so bad that I had to tie his hands in
gestion, Dyspepsia. Costiveness, and
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in at Evans' jewelry shop
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. It is kitchen to parlor, cost less We would like to clean out our The party will leave the
and hear some of the new Edison
latter A m bend phonograph record1
beautifully illustrated, and is a comprehensive work which reileetu freight, and get piano tickets long row cf iron beds for cost leas part of the week for
Mountain
Your favorite song or air may
ereditupon bON editors and printers.
thrown in, At Oliver' t.
freight At Oliver's.
Park, to ipead the summer.
among the number.
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Pioneer Mvery llarn Teems for Health

TRAIN ROBBED

(continued from puge one)

Saturday lot Salt l,ake.
Qet our prices on dressers
Jure "i km
""J i tévM uro low

J. A. Ooderdirk, El

left

he--

-

17'.

.11t

Rapids,

(Ml

ev-e-

probably locate

CaelleUlae Deputy

H

t

I

4 SO

Joy Oeafétaf Qaafaattas
SS SS
w. Bi Pelpbrey April Commissions 7'. 41
.1. A. Balrd April DoeeiUelesi
'.mi IS
M
A Otero Territory Teiet for SSS.SI
Lee Ghteeoek Rood Work with Teams
KM

permanently.

Sam Rice, Brooklyn, if:!.").(Hi
What is the use of baying sec- R. C. Wrieht
P. Court
stuff when you ean Mr. and Mrs. H. Wehren,
J, W. I'mde Cn. Supplies
(Ml
110.
,r,,t new house furnishings just as
Mrs. H. Gnttenburg, Jamestown,
N. H. Lustier Witness 3.
cheap? At Oliver's.
New-York-

ond-han-

Water

Offi-ie-

Harry has (MM to the
r
Mountains to spend
66.00
weeks in recuperating.
Mrs. W. . 'arpenter, Norwalk,
Ohio, 16.00
.1. V. Vrick left last Saturday
Y. Robinson,
New York,
Digh1 fot Denver, wliere he will W.

White

April

Co.

20 65
Road Overseer
5 no
S. Woolen Guarding Quarantine
ISO.)
r
0. K. Smith Team for Health
S 00
"
no
U. Ii. Biles Uuerdfnt' 'Juarantlne
M nrrel Soppllee to .juarantin.
su,pp

I,

Miss Francis Maker, Mechanics
villa, Iowa, 117.00
Miss K. Trulson, Long Beach,

Oliver'

U.oo

Water Work
per Hydrant

Alamo

hu,

A,,a VaS'r- Grané"

Ml
1

Labor end

Roed Work

team

ami Mrs. Henry S. Evans

Mr.

0.00

Officer
Lee (fiaxcock

.

25.00
10 SS

.1

d

Road

Work
ISeVSI

Court 3 M
Perry Kearney Hoard Qeo, Rrookmyer

mi

P.

Nina Seipio returned Sat- Mrs. D. A. Frihley. Alamogordo.
7.45
Angeles where
urday from
Perry Kearney Hoard John Slaughter
nothing
ihespentlaal session in school. Mr-- . '. Burlingame, Dodge Cena 60
L, lloldon Guarding Quarantine. 41.00
ter, Minn., nothing
Gel your LACK CURTAINS
Oeo. Hewer Gusrdlng Quarantine 20 00
,t cost, "less the freight " At C. Vicory, brakeman, $12.80
Mu '
Beetaurant Boarding W. H.
.1. M. Mayer, Pullman conductor,
14 00
Chapman
Oliver's.
Myron Kellogg Transcribing; TettloKiny
19.00
)r. .111.1 Mrs, C. M. Wiggins
i no
.1.;
i;nl
men
Chaj. Bsrkelbach May Janitor
sn i.i
hi ii )..'.
M) 00
mi i
noil- - mi.1.1......
WHEN HE GOMES, WHAT?
Cbsi, Berkelbach Court House Supplies
garurday for their home in
.1

i"

i

Mi--

Eu-por-

1.00

-.

N.

Prado Board Miguel Diaz, six Mo.

Duelo was here
i
continued from page one
48.00
Sunday
visiting
her
O. C, Seipio Court Boose Snppltss
so
from El Paw
Co. Bridge Lumbar 7.90
McRee
,
Lumber
('.
S.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
jiarct'.'-; their 1;ii tariff
linancial
T. A. Baibj Quarantine Service til no
Faust.
law suits no one except a few W. E
Cartn.ick Supplies (iallegos 10.00
II.
BmhaIIu
it ...
II... ....III
tl..M..h
Bom Friday evening to Mr. ami N"w Eugland manufacturer
T.I
'II.
Jl.lll'
W.
K.
making
no
Carmack
Quarantine
effort
to
Supplies
restore
Grant, a girl, weigh,
lira. J.
16 65
"i r export trade to the Orient;
Mr-- , tiraia ai,
ing ten pounds.
J. C. Brentford J. P, Court Interpreter
to
it
date
has
accomplished nothUughter are reported to be get4.U0
ing toward- - restoring the coun Frank Wblttlngton J. P. Court
ting along well.
lervleei
try 8 merchant marine: it is
4.75
'fularosa invitee everybody on
' Hill .I P. Court Interpreter
torn with contentions in a dozen
1.00
earth to celebrate the Fourth oí
J P. Court Interpreter I 00
states: it looks to us as thonsh J L am
i. i ilpbrei Office Expense
July in Tularoaa. Preparations
4 50
in) still Invna tin. niriv
if tlii'
n i. iumiliiw
.IlHI.'..
r:i
ts
have heen made to entertain
it i about time that he permits .... ,
r ,
.50
royally all who may attend.
it to he chastened.
One of Lord w. E. Warren Offics & Court Bouse
Mediaeval Fruit Tree Paint Lytton's stories has for a title,
Suuuiit-19 40
O. F. Run
an Court House Supplies
saves vegetables, fruit, flowers "What Will Wo Hi. With !.
7.50
I he American people
and shrubs from all inserts.
are watch- Otero County Ad ver titer Court House
Merrill 11. Fisher's new cot- ing for Col. Roosevelt's return,
58 85
Supplies
"What tero County Advertiser Postal Cards
tage ai High Rolls will he com- and many are asking;
for Probate Clerk
7.00
pleted this week. 0. A. Hick- will he do?" Goodwin's Weekly.
s
M. Parser & Son Premiums C. H. In
w ho has
man i the
9. May

Mr- -.
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EQUALIZES TAXES

BOARD

Kitchen safes, iron beds,
tables, rocker-- , and refrigerators all less than cost, or

ranee

232 S5

Hoard Adjourned.

J. R. Gilbert,

Attest:
(continued from page one)

John M. Bowman,
Clerk.

j

Chairman.

mention the mass of corroborative evidence gathered by the
army of physicians in their daily
work. Like Newton's law of
gravitation, they will remain as
scientific foundation stones f()r
generations to come.
Now

I

want to put my one

LEE JONES

One Price Grocer

im-

portant point into a single sen-- 1
fence. It is this; If each person
afflicted with tuberculosis, will
from this time on, he an absolute-law abiding citizen, tuberculyr
osis, will be an unknown disease
fifty year- - from today. This is a
Very broad statement and yet it
is literally true. Laws and ordin- anees nave rjeen rnaoe y every
state and community in the natíos
in regard to this subject. They
are, as a rule, unenforced, a dead
letter ami practically null and
void. If the tuberculous them-- i
selves aside from any considera-tion of theirown best good, could
be made to see that they do owe
humanity at least the duty of
obeying its protective laws and
regulations and could be made to
conscientiously follow out, in
spirit ami to the letter, whether
alone or under the eyes of the
officers of the law, the simplest
regulations on our statute books.
the above prophecy would surely
come true. In a short time, all
the infective tubercular mater-- i
y

II

.1

l

s.--

1

HI

o

1

Cheap as the Richest Man

S
oooooooooooo oooooooooooooo

ial would be confined to the
bodies of the sick and if all this
were carefully destroyed as given
off, the disease would necessarily
soon be eradicated.
The tubercular ill can do it if they will.
If they would only follow the
simple instructions given them,
they would soon be entitled to a
reward a good ami faithful sol-

CONDENSED OFFICIAL STATEMENT
OF THE

CITIZENS' NATIONAL BANK
so.

i i

.

i

8315

NEW MEXICO

ALAMOGORDO.

At the close of business May 18th. 1910
RESOURCES

LIABILITIES
fl5?,2!5i"

Di'.o.iints
fmn and tixt
Redemption und...
Loan-an- d

Beefclflg

United Slate.. Kond

..

on

Cash aud

Catiital Stock
Berplee ami Profits

K.4H)UI
2,fK)i)ij
50.001 oo
1.137 II
.. lfK,.71l 20

I. S. iionds
Bleat Kxchantfe

Premium

13,1301
SOSnOOO

Deposits

210.77170

Total
S. 0.

--

GROWTH

SSSySSSSS
..

Circulation

Total Sm,n 77
The above tatement incorrect.
IN

Í32.V72 77

Phillips. Cashier.

DEPOSITS

The constant arowth in the volume of Deposits.
arjd the steady increase if) the nurober of patror)s of
this institution is attributed Irj a large measure to our
sound BarjKiQg methods arjd liberal treatmeQt,
We cordially irjvite you to opeo ah accourjt with)

diers in a greater conquest than
the world ever before thought of.
And it is no impracticable
dream. It seems a very simple
and little thing, but it may be a
this growipg bapk ard grow with us
very great thing in the effect it n
may have on the destiny of the
H
DENNEY.
S. G PHILLIPS
human race. We are compelled In C. E. MITCHELL.
Vice President.
President.
Cashier.
in the very nature of things, to
partly rely on the honor of those
whom these laws are designed to!
control, for help in enforcing
these same laws. When that
sense of honor is sufficiently developed to show these afflicted
oues their duty to themselves
and to their neighbors the day
will have arrived when the eradCare in compounding, promptness in delivery
ication of the disease will soon
these are the watch-word- s
of our prescription
have become an accomplished
business
::
::
::
jj
j;
fact. If time shall demonstrate
:
such a sense of honor cannot be
ne
will
have
attained then the time
arrived when the tuberculous
colony of isolation must take its
place beside the leper colonies of QOOOOO
other continents. For the hu
j

j

WRRREN

W. E.

DRUGGIST

I

fo

j
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...ROUSSEAU'S REPAIR SHOP...
"THERMOS"

The Bottle

Try One

Electrical Wiring Done

Electric Fixtures and Supplies

one-sevent- h

i

Money

The Smallest Child Buys as

te

.

Goods
Money
Goods

II

freight. At Oliver's.
B. W.'Jaekson Redieedoa Lots
10000
T. K. H"gg came in during the il. Crlppen Relied uu luproreaiesti T. B.'S DUTY TO FELLOWMAN
424 00
latter part of last week from Alanogordo Water Works
Belied on
Oliver Lee's ranch for a hort
Real Betsta
7500.00
(continued from page one)
visit. He left Monday for Pinion New Mes Beal Estate Co. Raised on
2170.00
Lotl
where he will join the outfit
ISO uo and we must not expect heroic
J. R. DeMler Raised on Lots
again.
Mr- C Ivhin- - Raised ou Lots
50.00 thoughts
from anemic brains
Mediaeval Fruit Tree Paint I. II TaaaehlH Raised on Personal nourished by sickly bodies.
iioou 00
Property
saves vegetable, fruit, flowers
But to achieve any practical
BImoo Kotoekj Raised on MTcbandise
tti.
hrubs from all insect-- .
good,
we must look at the sub- 250.00
U. I!. Pratt, superintendent of sin u Kol
l'.i
uu Real Esuu ject frum a more practical stand
ISO on
the New Mexico Institute for
point. In order to render clear
the Blind, left Monday night for Alataosj ifdo Lnwher Co. Baited on the one point which I wish to
Imtti ml
i.i". luir I. 'i it
Tucumcari, to confer with the I
must call your
Báteselos make tonifht,
1 rdoIeiprovssseatCo.
par. nt
of several prospective
A ism
IffOti, Aere Lott
36im oo attention to a few facts which
man race must have and will
blind pupils.
Mr- - K.
Feed Raised on Reel BslatS arc familiar, but which should be
have protection from a disease
250 00 emphasized again and again.
Swing chair-.- , hammocks, easy l.
which threatens its very
ist
Crandon Uaised on Reai
i beta II
First. There is really a disluirs. and rockers, at BOSt, At
50.00
StatS
ence.
showing itself in many
Oliver's.
K; Paeo .v N ortheast B. B. Raised on ease
I IS. 00 forms and known in a general
Alamo Lots
Miss Sue Saunders, of the
Announcement
C nu lerofi Conpaay
Raised ou CtextsV way as tuberculosis, which acf..r the Blind, returned
ii25 oo
At the earnest solicitation of
crolt Lots
tually cause- of all
Tuesday
A COI M S APPROVED.
from
Albuquerque,
throughout the county I
friends
.
Sktifl
r
ii
ill
'
where she accompanied a party j . Balrd. Match Cosssslsstoasf IS. 10
have
concluded
to make the race
Europe and which many of the
'f blind children after the 'e lose alaeM Water Work March Sprinkling
county
for
assessor,
subject to
65 00 best experts of the world ooaaid- Water
"f the school.
will
of
conthe
the
Democratic
A .i le
Wad r Works March Htdrant er to actually throat!! the ex
U
per Water
17 0
save you at least
vention.
ami
nominated
If
termination nt munkiii'l during
I. (layer Abvtract tur AeeMnr
' "
I
my
pledge
elected
"ii monuments and iron let.
undivided
wry.
lsjo the next cent
fence. Bills Bros. MH Broad-Way- ,
to the work of the ofSecond. The cause of this dis- attention
V.
II
PeJphfSf March ComniUtiorr
Denver. Write BS.
In
fice.
the matter of assess4. 75 ease has heen very definitely
will he treated alike,
ments
The Tularoba celebration will
all
A
Kurd March Territory Tin- - and
positively
proven. The
fairly and impartially.
include plenty of good things to
35Í.I?
habits of life und modes of
Thomas F. PLumo,
I I.i. ml;,. y fas lata OrtlArate Rn growth and reproduction of the
a
multitude. patriotic 1. fund
ISVM
peec,es by tine orator-- , and
6 50 germ causing the disease have
Bros, uiHco SLpplle
I.
any other forms of amusement M
Advertised tetter List
I. OlW'-supplies fur L'. 8. Marshal Keen very carefully studied and
nd entertainment.
35 00
are now very fully known.
Advertised letter list for the
ludge and Mr. Alford W. i'. U Pern lUllrusd Ticket (or Mr.
ha-- ; leen very clearly week ending, June 9, tMO
AlaIt
Third.
3 SS
' UWCf left Saturday morning W.MMlali
:
.
. .
t.
i
i:
ML
mogordo,,
N.
Tostollice.
enow
ii
a
com
mat
is
Tostel
Lera
Adveriuer
lor
uie
Conot
uitraee
Utero
Ml Mountain Park, where they
lasa ssnnicable disease and that it is Alba, Jose
Tffsaref
ill spend the summer.
Doctor Lee OhMsock U Us Basel Wart lista I eommnnicated thru human ex Bow, Ing,
' 15. Gilbert accompanied them f, (' i:
Cash Kipento of John
2
.i
ii ii i. u
ii. .
iiii epii- - Campbell, Btn
"0 r'ii
Kirhlai.d
W Mountain Park.
Durham,
Ixtuis
turn.
1 oo
J II i laVStMlM Koad Work
New g(jodg, cheaper thau second
L ivrry Ticket for Pauper
mal Fourth. It alto has heen very Harris, Luly
f
ud goods, At Oliver's.
Us icoek K..d Werk Labor.-- r clearly shown that descructitm Lujan, Sijifredo
Jot The Tailor is moving hi"
'r
of all germs in human excretions Thomas, George
. .
Kuiz, Jose
''loriiig and cleaning establish- j. a Or Pi iff Barlat.lt for April.
so rn) prevents the pread of the dis- WikhIs, John
ment from his present quarten
Baasj ilauiiuK for Court Yard IfS ease, the infe.-- ion of t he healthy
t
" "he guinliven huihling.
to the Case lurkplbach .lanltor for April iiioo oi the reinfect ion of the conva-i- . tTiatii, Leslie.
1,1 '
Baflbty huilditigon Pennsylvania
scipiu Court lloiue Suppllf
When calling for above please
lesceut pat ielit .
on
Int.
Coart
BmíS
j
a
BNN
BalN
Iftnua Mween Ninth and Tenth
a f(r f xU,.
are say "Advertised "
"treets.
of the sciantile
J. M. Hawkins. P, M.
I.I Bairilai taOtart Haass áV tSHttirjWOrM'Ptedandfacts
Hi B. Kent, the new supethe
result
of
many
It
i
rior ,,f the Alamo National For- o I. WsstagSf Court llouee Muppilei. years of research and study.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry i rossley
'
There is not one of these state- - left Saturday night for Colorado
'eft Monday morning for
tO Job.. BlChliMR
Ofaaeroft,
lHen proven Springs to spend the summer.
lenU (hat lM
He will spend two L U. llMbSSuppll.e
again
over
over
in the field, and will not
and
in the ex- - They will probably return in
Clerk Cu. OfUen liiippllee 7.JS
ake charge as supervisor until
periinental
laboratories
of the! Alamogordo to spend next wint- Quarantine
Ouardln(
Holder.
Stanley
July L
u.oolworld s great aullionties, not toier
cost les- -

The Same
For Less
Or Better
For Same
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Hot Weather

Comfort

Trin-TMitti-
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Sounds odd, but contains some truth. Judicious
selection of Summer Clothes. Shoes, etc., has an
im-rorta-

bearing on your bodily and mental comfort.
We have an

te

assortment H. S.

Ac

M.

tw..-piec- e

Summer Suits; also, single coats anJ trousers.

"Porosknit," B. V. & D., and other styles undcrwe.ir
Women's and Children's Oxfords and Sandals
Straw Hats, ard Summer Novelty Hats
Horsheim and R. J. & R. men's Oxfords
"Parisiana" and Warner's Corsets
"Black

"

Cat" Hosiery

G. J. Wolfinger

-

Mevt-rlc-

nt

k

j
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The News While It Is News

INGC0RN0N3RYLSN0 DOCTORS

HARROW IS USEFUL

When Treated in Proper Manner
tultt Have Been Most Encouraging How Done.
;

Should Be Used at Once Before
Soil Becomes Hard and Dry.
To Get Bett Results From Thorough
Implement
Land Preparation,
Are Indispensable Different
Kinds Generally Available.

Do the Lawmakers Like Baseball? Well!he

Re- -

WOOd

who have grown corn in a
proper way on arid land have met
results. I have
with encouraging
demonstrated that if the soil is prop
erly prepared for the seed bed anil
the right kind of tillage given the
growing crops, the yield will astonish
the inexperienced grower. The ground
should be plowed deep in the fall from
eight to ten inches. It should be left
unharrowed so that the natural
will catch and retain the
snow and rain. In the spring as soon
as the ground is sufficiently dry so
that the soil will not cling the disk
harrow should be put on and the land
If any vegetation
disked both ways.
is growing at the time, lapping the
disk hall way will probably destroy it.
If the vegetation is thick and it is impossible to cut it out with the disk,
plow very shallow instead of disking,
writes (leorge M. Devinney In Field
Harrow with a smoothing
and Farm
harrow and the senl bed is ready for
the seed.
The time for planting, and the kind
In most
of seed corn is Important.
seasons from the middle of April until
middle of May is the most fav
seed
able time to plant.

Thoe

AT

HEAD

III

and AinSWOrth for United
States Army Chiefs.

UnNation's Fighting Forces Will Be
der Two Physicians Who Never
Had Any Training at West
Point.

Seeks to Awaken China.
Kaugati, an official In
Peking. ha3 originated the "national
Diseraoe sococty,"' which is designat
ed to keep the Chinese people in miud
of tnPlr national disgrace with a
view to awakening and stimulating
their desire to reform. It Is intend .1
to build a tower In which will he ex.
hlblted relics or pictures of even's
and incidente which have brought
China to her present humiliating and
critical position.
Chiang

"Mr. Baker," he began, and then
Rice Omelet.
The harrow follows the plow. The
When MaJ. Gen. LeonWashington.
stopped.
work is done
plowing
this
Doner
alter
cup
of warm milk over a cup
of
a
the
Pour
"Well," he continued, after he had the easier w ill It be to make the seed
ard Wood, now in command
isGovernor's
east,
a tablcspoonful of meltthe
rice,
in
stir
of
twice
once
of
or
paper
department
over
turned the
bed right. The turned furrow as left
York, becomes chief of ed butter, two saltspoonfuls of salt
New
in astonishment, "I guess I might as by
land.
the plow is moist, mellow, and
staff, April tt next, the United States and a Jash of popper. Stir and add
well finish this question. Somebody
pulverized If harrowed at once
army will be headed by two doctors.
has been kind enough to furnish me mere fining and pulverization Is et- three well beaten eggs. Pour Into a
The other is Maj. Gen. Fred Crayton
with It."
harrowby
or
three
two
fected than
hot frving pan containing a spoonful
of
the
general
Alnaworth, adjutant
He read:
lugs later on. It is a mistake, except-Inof melted butter and cook inside the
Pointer.
West
a
is
Chairman Olcott of
army.
Neither
you
to
attend
wanted
if
"Mr. Baker,
WASHINGTON'.
when land is plowed in the fall
e
committee which Is the ball game in Washington this aftGeneral Wood is the ranking ma- oven. When done fold over and
ami early winter, to postpone the work
Maj.
Gen
"not
Merchant Marine ernoon what time would you start.
conducting the
army,
and
dish.
on
a
jor general of the
of :he harrow until the soil becomes
league Investigation, is a game states- Alntworth is next in number. There
moment,"
said the diy and hard.
blessed
"This
In
man. He enter d the committee room
Pig Iron Without Coal.
is only eight months difference
witness.
few
found
have
occasions that the
recently with a long list of questions
rank, though ten years differtheir
was
is being made directly from
iron
taken.
adjournment
Whereupon
Pii
harrow cannot Immediately follow the
whtch he wanted to propound to IV N.
ence In their length of service.
fuel in California, the
ore
without
and
Olcott
just
plow,
fair
Postscript
be
the
to
Burkett,
William
writes
Charles
befor
Raker of Baltimore, the witness
entered the army ten years
supplied by elei
being
to
went
ago
heat
of
requisite
in
it
Years
Orange
rest
the
committeemen
the
Fanner.
Judd
the afternoon. Olcott called the meetfore Wood, but Wood was promoted
process is too expensive
The
trictty
being to order in the usual manner, and the floor of the house, where the rail- was the rule to first plow the field and
months
eight
general
to be major
then to harrow some weeks later. It
be employed where coal is ab-icarefully arranged his questions be- road bill was under consideration.
fore Ainsworth reached the rank. The to
Garplow
is
and
a
few
to
Representativa
hours
better
day
On
lar
another
and ( heap, and will not soon come
fore him
two doctor generals have been perthen change to the harrow, harrowing
A slip of paper with a question on rett told this story:
use iu the eastern part of the
Into
years.
for
sonal friends
trie rresn plowed soil, and then go
A man went into a lawyer's office.
country.
It was handed to Representative Garand charcapabilities
careers,
The
"
I want to sue my administrator."
back to the plow and repeat again that has become acclimated is the
rett, one of the committeemen. Garof
acteristics of the two men-bo- th
Not only is the work better done, but best.
II this cannot lie obtained, seed
rett read the question and smiled he said
Bubber From Brazil.
whom entered the army as civilians
of
is
if
much
time
"you
saved
this
method
will
suavely,
"Oh," said the lawyer,
W hile Olcott was absorbed in his witfrom any of the northern states
close
the
parallel
that
nearly
so
are
eHr;ed about SS.000 noo
Brazil
mature here. It should be planted in relation into which they will be
ness Garrett tucked the slip of paper mean that you want to sue your preparation be strictly adhered to.
pounds of rubber in 1M9, cale:.
Not ail men have caught the real hills three and a half feet or four feet
among the others lying before
the guardian.'
thrown has excited great Interest in year, half to Europe and half to rh"
"Perhaps you know more about it spirit of plowing, and a still less niim-be- r each way. with only two grains in a army
chairman. Olcott went along with his
circles in Washington.
It was the largest
United States
feet apart
than I do," said the prospective client.
have caught the spirit of harrow- hill.
Three and
questioning, like this:
will the two doctors do with
"What
Two
export
of Brazilian rubber on.
year's
st - it, the harrow is used gives 3.6Ü5 hills to the acre.
Now. Mr. Raker, if you were going "I'm just back from the war and ing. As
army?" is the question agitating
to take the quickest and shortest they've got me reported dead. They've to complete the disintegration and pul- ears to the hill would be 7,2aO ears to our
only West Pointers (from gen- record
not
esmy
white
year
raised a
verization begun by the plow. I want the acre. Last
route to Buenos Ayres what would started already to administer
to new second lieutenants!, but
erals
4, and even
It shelled a pound to every
tate. I want to sue that administraflint corn.
the harrow teeth to go
that route be?"
No Royalties Called "Baby"
6 Inches into the soil: clods and lumps live ears.
At these figures this would
Raker answered. Then Olcott came tor."
One noteworthy feature about ny
He did.
should be brought up to the top, that be "6 bushels to the acre.
to the slip of paper.
sities is that none have been called
I
they may be destroyed. No field is
raised a dent variety, the seed
"baby," From their earliest years th-It
properly harrowed until the inter- of which came from Nebraska.
royal children are always called by
stices between the coarser particles shelled a pound to every two ears
are filled in with a sifting of the finer which would be
to the
their names, or possibly by some ; I
bushels
port
allegations.
of
his
tur
is
n r-- rzr. ssíü
viwt:oZd
particles.
one
stalk
have
is
to
It
name, but
acre.
better
an English prince or
torfJ V.
"He has cruel, unsympathetic,
nuts' WSS
The
harrow has a plr.ee in the hill and get one good ear than
turing instincts." Doctor Bryant deprincess is never called "baby" eith.-clared. "I am not surprised that this on every farm; It levels and dis- have more, and get only a bunch oi
by relatives or by his tor her) nuris
OUST
outbreak has occurred. It is distress- integrates, and comes in handily for dried up stalks. A mulch of dry earth
LOVE
From the age ot five a prince is
tillage, it is just the tool also for must be kept on the coin field to hold
ing, of course, but to be expected.
"s:r' by his attendants, ani a
called
crop.
inThe
growing
for
moisture
corn and cotton after planting is
the
"Now, If you will notice," he con"madam"
princess
light
tinued, "that the occipital protrusion done, and it is good for the pasture corn may be harrowed with a
slightly
harrow,
tilted
the
iron
teeth
way
In
field.
It
pays
wheal
often
its
and the nasal
eight Inches
Eating Oranges on Trains
of being the first
"But how about the goose?" Judge fields In the spring: and for covering back until it is six or
THE distinction
a
prosecuted for
clover and grass seed it often cannot high. This is all of the cultivation reIf you take the children on the
I'ugh interrupted.
quired unless storms pack the dust
harrow-hagoose, under the cruelty to animals
train and wish to feed them oran.'- s
My goose?
Ah, be bi aten, The Bprlng tooth
"Oh. the goose!
In such cases cultivate be'.aw, in the police court, fell to the lot
earned its right to a place on the mulch.
which tend to quench the thirst,
yes." and the witness returned to the
of Conrad F. Springer, a resident of goose
the rows every time it is
the fruit at home and wrap
"Why,
story
the goose was farm, also When leveling and smooth- tween
ing are to be done, or soil mellowing packed.
Gates road, near Chevy Chase.
In waxed paper. It is tedious
badly injured."
Is required after a heavy rain has comHorses, cows, sheep, lambs, chickNumerous experiments in our arid
pare
them on the train and on"
deto
minutely
injuries
were
The
ens, dogs, cats, pigeons, turkeys, pigs
pacted the soil, leaving it too hard for states have shown that moisture Is
is liable to soil the clothes in dots;
held In the ground for the growing
seeding purposes, the spring-tootand even monkeys have been given scribed.
halso.
Springer emphatically denied that low fills the bill, and fills it well.
corn with a mulch of dry earth three
the protection of the law in previous
cases, but never before has one of the he had been cruel to the goose.
deep.
main
to
six
Therefore
inches
you
need a disk or cutaway
hen
' Nor any other goose, your honor. I
Theft of a Coróse
Anseranae family drifted into court.
harrow, a tool not only invaluable, but tain the dust mulch, but do not cultlGen. Fred Ainsworth.
A repy story of the myatorloui
It was described as a gray grmse. like geese." he asserted with vehe- quite indispensable for many kinds of v:tp sin rieen as to put the roots ot
three years old. somewhat weighty, of mence. "They're fine birds to have farm work It takes the place of the the corn. Jerusalem corn, which is a their wives: because what happens In disappearance of a corpse comes from
a kindly disposition and motherly In about one's place."
variety of cane, has the army Is as much of a domestic Vergeze. France. A short time a?o a
plow in seeding wheat or rye
"The complainant is your neigtibor, cotton or cowpeas or potatoes, after
drought-resistinShe
her attention to raising broods
properties as an official affair. Bo'h men are voung we n. an named Alexandrine Lar
In greater
and
and bruised Isn't he?" Judge Pugh asked.
was "cruelly battered
Prepare the ground the 6iirgeons and the extraordinarily rapid r nt died at Vergeze. and was buried
some types of soil Is just the tool to than corn.
"He is," the defendant replied.
with stones" by Springer, charges her
prepare the land for
The disk same as for corn. Give the same till- rise of the two doctors has never in the Catholic cemetery A few days
The court ascertained that Doctor harrow Is an excellent oats.
owner, Dr. E. A. Bryant, a dentist
Plant two to four grains in a been regarded with enthusiasm by ago Alexandrine's mother died, ani
tool to use im- age.
Bryant was a defendant in a
The men are neighbors.
Two to three heads make a those of the line p.oth men are remediately after harvest as a means of hill
the relatives decided to bury her in
case about a week befort opening the soil
The dentist was the first witness.
to catch summer pound. On irrigated laud drill In rows markable for their executive ability, the same grave as the daughter
complainant.
as
with
Springer
After telling that he saw the defend32 inches apart.
Drill in one peck to and are regarded with great friendrains and of conserving the
When the grave was uncovered it was
"What did 1 do then, Mr. Clerk?" already present In the soli. moisture the acre.
ant hurl a stone at the goose and hit
It will outyield corn on liness hv statesmen.
Both are New found that the bier had been turned
the mark, and repeat the performance the court asked.
Those Bnglanders, General Wood being a upside down. The coffin an oak one.
Late winter disking, followed by the both dry and irrigated land.
"Personal bond," was the reply.
with effect several times, the witness
irrigated
on
land
it
who
raised
have
man, while General was Intact, and on being opened it
"Well, make it the same in this plow . Is coming in vogue in some corn claim to have produced 12." bushels to Massachusetts
directed attention to the phrenologic- was born in Vermont.
Ainsworth
giving
sections,
was found to be empty.
Ybe girl
admirable
results.
al attributes of Mr Springer, in sup- - one," Judge I'ugh directed.
very
Only one man who entered the body has disappeared absolutely.
The many kinds and makes of har the acre. Its feeding value is
rows now on the market are generally nearly the same as corn. It is a profit army as a medical officer has trtTeM
grown
further than Ge neral Ainsworth. That
available in all sections and for all aide crop and should be
Nutritious Value of Black Bread
man Is General Wood. General Ainspurposes. To get the best results from
"Black
Bread "- - that is rye bread-- Is
any of the boys thorough land preparation the harrow
i By the way,
hav
worth is a native of Woodstock. Vt
no',
ration, says the Lin
a
famine
been to see you?"
and was graduated from the medical
LIVE STOCK NOTES.
tools are indispensable.
Lancet,
but
don
just as good food a?
school of the University of New York
The man whose mind had cleared
bread, arid the It? form of
looked up in astonishment at hut
The farm dork should be small, so in 1 S74. He Immediately entered the white
DRY FARMING TERM DEFINED the sheep can be shifted from one field army as an assistant surgeon.
friend.
In the ktaff of life in several civilized
1&92
was
he
Why, certainly, lots of them have
made colonel and chief countries. There is almost no differto another.
two
been to see me," he said. "There aro Conservation of Soil Moisture During
The feed for the sow before far- - of the record and pension office of ence chemically between tne
although
breads,
conta.n
whest
the
department.
war
From
the
that
time
three or four of them under the bed
rowing
be
but
not
should
nutritious
Periods of Dry Weather by
on his advance has been by leaps and eiightly the mure gluten. Black br.i
now ."
concentrated.
Means of Tillage.
a statesman
had typhoid
bounds.
He was made a brigadier "keeps fresa" that la, moist Bad
may
single
a
be
Pigs
called
often
ON'i'E
He was very 111. For days
In
general
1S99.
and in 1904 was made longer than white bread it has a
A little newsboy makes most of his
purpose
purpose
is
animal and that
The term
originated In
his doctors thought he must die. He Income selling papers In the house
upon
a
major
general
and military secre- slightly greater irritan
Western America, and may be defined to make meat.
was delirious nearly all the time. office building.
tary of the army.
which hi also ar.
canal,
He has separated the
,
the
Intestinal
appe-a
Nothing
pig's
will
stimulate
After a while he became a little bet- Democrats from the Republicans, so as the conservation of soli moisture
It was while serving as chief of the advantage under ordinary condition
ter. He begged that be be permitted that he won t make any mistake in during long periods of dry weather by rite more than a variety of good. record and pension system that Ains- The whole rye bread, or pumperc:
food.
wholesome
means
he
of
tillage,
together
whom
with the
to see another statesman
his replies when they "Josh" him, as
If you want to raise mutton to sell, worth first attracted the attention of e! is the preferable form.
plants. It
was particularly fond of. The friend they constantly do. He came Into growth of drought-resistanpoliticians and
go in for the mutton breeds and let army officers and
M not, of course,
farming
came.
without
gave evidence of the 'inusual execCongressman (lowland's office the
Newspapers and the People.
the wool problems alone.
moisture,
for
be plainly
would
"Well, Jim," said the caller, "how
that
day.
ability which has bee-Congressman Durcy of
utive
other
largely
Is
broom
an
The
old
stiff
excellent
we may say of the modWhatever
impossible
The phrase Is now wideare you getting along?"
Ni-responsible for his rapid rise.
York was there.
ly and loosely applied to all places tLtng to clean out the feed trough and
ern press on Its less coramen Ia'."
Jim said he was getting along all
Son," said llowland, "are you a where
He was one of the first officials of side, we are bound to admit that
knf luaf fl,n tta Vtn.l a uliL'ht
the normal rainfall ranges this should be done after every feed."
Republican
or
a
Democrat
ing.
government to evolve and perfect news apara l.ke governments fairly
the
10
The
from
IS
par
10
annum
delirium
inches
!n
the
attack of his lormer
Every check or halt in the growth a card system. Some say that he Is reflect the people they serve, writes
The boy had forgotten Durey's
words of the International Dry farm
friend tried to soothe him, but he was
" hesitated,
then Francis E. Leupp in the Atlantic
ing congress,
is ti ming of a pig through its tjtst two months an even better card Indexer
in his talk, and apparently
"This fellow's a Democrat and you where irrigation is Impracticable or Is more expensive than at any later Postmaster General Frank K. Hitch-rock- , Charles Dudley Warcer once went so
unable to understand altogether what
who has gained fame in that
know what I am," said llowland. Impossible ." Nevertheless, dry arming period.
whs transpiring.
as to say that no matter bow obThe best way to Increase ;he appe- role. He did away with an Infinity far
not new. For It has been knin n and
"Jim, you've been pretty sick, but "Now. what are you?"
jectionable the character of a pape'
If
of
a
thing
a
tite
such
of
is
horse.
useless
I
red tare and
abolished
The boy knew lowland for a R
nictlsed since the dawn of civiliza-you're all right now. You've been de- r
necessary, is to bangs his diet
many cumbersome methods that he may be. it Is s'.ways a trifle bttt'
lirlous. you know; but that's all public an It was pretty tough to be ti' :t in Kgvpt. Mesopotamia
and
It relies for
which
patrons
on
than
the
found In rogue, In a short time and
put into this position. But ut length D01
vest India; hut only recently
passed."
Its support. I suspect thst Mr. War
1';.- .t
"Yes. I've been out of my head a he answered:
true significance been fully' Prevention is the best cure for all with apparent ease he built up a sys- net's comparison rested on the
See
ailments
that the horses' collars tem of 50.000.000 record cards by the
"But
"Both."
good deal, I guess," Tim agreed.
under a strange i.ew name.
i.'l
frankness of the bad paper, which
And h- - said tt like a statesman him- As far hack as it.h the Kngtish acrVI fit perfectly and there will be no more use of which he could find out In two er
my mind's all cleared up now."
very virtue of Its mode of appeal
by
On
shoulders.
nr.y
minutes
all
about
man
on.
self,
t
elldn
who ever
for he
smile.
rultarlst, Jatho Tuii. preached the;
"Sure, you know what's going
bound
to make a brave parade of
ll
sheep
If
to
fed
ensilage
In
at
all.
served
the Fnlted States army or
goapsi that 'Tillage is Manure"; but!
Its worst qualities; whereas the real
should be given In very small quanti-- j navy, either as a regular or as a volbat ause of the blandishments o i
in
leal fertilizers, and nadar the spall of ties and always In connection with unteer, from the days of Bunker Hill er who ts loudest In prorlslmlng
I
an
some
public
horrors,
repugnance
feed.
his
for
other
to
days
the
of
Kettle
Hill and later.
Irrigation, his witeaching! have'
sumption. As experience Is gained
m
may
seems
to
Tuberculosis
be
spreadscandals,
his detestation ot
The fame of his system soon
heal largely lo.-- t sight of. In dry-- !
ing
the Industry may be enlarged and a farming the alpha
rapidity among the General Ainsworth popular withmade private be buylnt; the sheet which
omega
;'d
the SWinawith alarming
all
In many states ami in many
Many men have conservation ot soil immature 'hat Is,
market established
peddles both most shamelessly.
who had business with the war deother parts of the world.
made the transition la this manner. the storage of the rait. BI i loa prevenpartment When a senator or repA pig's appetite Is a good Index
to resentative receives a request from
Others have started with one or two tion of Its escape by
vaporation.
If he does not eat as some woman In his
cows, Hnd have let the business grow This Is done by deep
Ing and his health
district for the OKLAHOMA
DIRECTORY
though his food tasted good, some- record of an
from the profits. Others have suc- constt: i, t harrowing
ancestor In the Kevolu-tlonarwrong
is
thing
with
either
pig
the
or
war, upon which she depends
ceeded by beginning In a small way
his food.
f AD Kiads fsr U
get Into the Daughters of the Amer
to
WILSON of the depart with poultry or fruit. The knowledge
Study of Dry Farming.
The best way to get a good farm
MACHINERY .,., it t. r
SECRETARY
ican Jtevoiution, the worried legislahas just pub- gained In this way, both as regards
Feed him for
A study of dry farming Includes a horse Is to raise him.
lished his year book. W. J. Splllnian. the details of farming and concerning study of soils, seeds, adap'ablllty of grow th and develop him for your pur- tor telephones General Ainsworth
finally
of
Soatkwaatera Manfactariaf Co.
marketing,
methods
enables
and within an hour General
Ainsagriculturist In charge of the offlre
crops to localities and to climatic con- pose. If you train him yourself you
OKLAHOMA CITV
of farm management, has written an the beginner to ubandon his city em- ditions. It also includes the study of will know what dependence can be worth has the record ready for him.
ployment
a farmer.
consequence of his executive abilbecome
and
la
as
an
Occupa
"Farming
on
article
DEERE IMPLEMEBTS
crop rotation and of the proper farm placed In him.
ity and willingness to oblige he has (.;.!:"An Interesting case of this kind
Men " He hands
tlon for
dry farming
machinery.
of
The
basis
of
hosts
friends
In
and out of ronaf ss
slJVELItVEMICLCl,-- u
out some tips that city men might came to notice recently. At the Iowa Is the establishment In the sod of a
Sell Horses When Fat.
who are glad to advance his fortunes
profit by If urban life Isn't all It's state corn show In 1909 the ear of natural reservoir of moisture.
cni
mm
In
Have your horses fat when they are In sny way possible.
corn which took the grand prize, and
tracked up to be.
some localities enough water can thus about ready to be sold, as the fat
supplies -v
Oeneral Wood's most powerful
"Wherever it Is feasible," be ssys, which was sold at auction for $160. be conserved by careful methods of
always sells the best. Feed
PIMM ..4 IMMk
.
barking was due to bis close
"a very good plan for the city man was produced by a farmer who ten cultivation to make a crop every year. horse
them good, healthy, wholesome food, friendship with Theodore
muro irmt en tn
mili
who has no knowledge of farming years previously had been s driver of In other localities two years'
Roosevelt,
rainfall but no drugs. In fattening a good which greatly
ttfejM tttyass Sax t
nd who desires to become a farmer a laundry wagon In the city of lies should be preserved. With a
accelerated his rapid
may
precipiused.
Also
be
corn
of
deal
oats,
It must be recognized, howin the srmy.
rise
tn to move to the suburbs and begin Moines
I
The
two
In
met
TbeMostsr Raft Co . ha
fl
tation of 15 to 24 Inches of annual ollmeal and some roots. Ry care to
in a small way as a gardener. At ever, thai men who have thus suc- rainfall, many farmers In high alti the appearance of a horse to be sold the west end Ister served together la
anjMBj Sorsw Voot
the Spanish war.
sd hud Bwik asm
flret the principal aim should be to ceeded have Invariably been men of tudes are cropping annually.
good money may be found In them.
os... b w f coacii.
. aciui
produce truck crops fdr home cod unusual ability."
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City Bred Men as Tillers of the Soil
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SfeSñ THE CIRCULAR 5TAIRCASE
Cures all blood humors, all
eruptions, clears the complex-ton- ,
creates an appetite, aids
digestion, relieves that tired
feeling, gives vigor and vim.

BKmary

rl
Dsicti

ROBERTS
MMCHART

,;. t It today. In usual liquid form of
Ubleta called Sarsatabs. 100 Ooaes 11.
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To cure coitrveneaa the medicine must bs
more than a purgative; it must coa tain tunic,
alterative and cathartic properties.

Tutt's Pills
Bssstsi these qualities, aad speedily reitors
ithe bowels thslr natural peristaltic motion,
au
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DROVE
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of

HUSBAND

FROM HOME

Militant Suffragette That Was

Too Arbitrary to Be Upheld
by

the Court.

The results that may ensue from
being married to a suffragette were re- the other day in a London
Eng.) suburban police court. Mrs.
TunnlcliSe took up the cause and was
rto spend much time at home.
Wfc d the husband remonstrated
she
1

I

-

commanded her deoghti r to
net father's gripsack and there
and then ordered him out of the house.
wi at, and then the lady sued him
for desertion and demanded alimony.
- .rely you did not lake it so
'
asked the magistrate of the
v

;

i

i

husband.
was no use objecting. " was the
IE rer "She wanted to be master and
that if I annoyed her she would
lock me up. I was only too anxious to
go back home, hut she would not let
me "
. ..
case was dismissed.
.

Benefit in Outdoor Schools.
Speaking before the National Assoc!-n:- i
vi for the Study and I'reventlon of
Tuberculosis recently. Ur Henry Kar-- )
S'oll of Hartford, Conn, said:
"Every city should have one or moro
c
r school."
He recommended
institutions for all delicate, so
called scrofulous or anaemic hildren,
ar. i those with tuberculosis
of the
who are now in ordinary
I
that
Iloclor Stoll
twenty or forty per cent, of school
n in large cities are infected
tl
My the use of
i
with I ;tv rculosis
:i. it was ascertained that 7'. per
CI at
of the children from tuberculous
L
, were infected as against only "i
P r
nt of those from supposedly
' y
homes. It was also found that
r
'
nl of the frail children from
b litby homes
had the germs of tho
ISO, but that only 13 per tent, ol
it robust children from similar homea
M thus affected.
.

.

!

'

.

c

tu-b-

i

Trap.
' ("allfomlan has taken advantage
oí tke fact that flics always walk up
a window by Inventing a trap to b
fl
LV d to a pane In such a manner
that a fly will enter It without t. inaj
ware that it has left the aurlace ol
th- - glass.
Neva Fly

b

a mulo Is compelled to listen tt
n voice, we don't blame blm for

chronic kicker

dear brain and
Steady, dependable nerves
Can win wealth and fame
For their owner.
A

Clear headedness and a
Strong, healthy body
Depend largely on the
Right elements in
Regular food and drink.
Coffee contains caffeine

A poisonous drug.
Postum to rich in the
Gluten and phosphates that
Furnish the vital energy

That puts "ginger" and
"hustle"
Into body and brain.
"There's a Reason"

HUMAN

(MED

Davra

Take a Country House.
This is the story of how a middle-agespinster lost her mind, deserted
her domestic gods in the city, took
a furnished house for the summer out
of town, and found herself involved in
one of those mysterious crimes that
ISO arrea of land with rich soil,
niniRtad
keep our newspapers and detective
. water ami flue climate, on Muff .t li.a
r
Ry.) In Etoutt agencies happy and prosperous.
,v. r. Nortliw'Htern A
For
mtr.Oolo. We hae M land to sell it'sab-20 years I had been perfectly comitel f free from thai io ru men t and now opeo
Law allows Ton to return boma fortable; tor 20 years 1 had had the
months lifter tilinjr Oats SO buahelato acra window boxea Oiled in the spring, the
t
,
a food
la, t.:iriey 10, Art now ami
Carpets lifted, the awnings put up and
Writs for free took. Mapa and full
bow
tu
tells
this
net
land frte. the furniture covered with brown
ttial
W. Wi JOSTO, (General Traffic Manager
linen; for as many summers I had said
m 750 Mnjeatk- Illdg., Usurer, ( olorailo
K
good-b- y
to my friends, and, after
watching their perspiring beglra, had
fettled down to a delicious quiet in
town. Where the mail comes three
times a day, and the water supply
does not depend on a tank on the

S?,

Link

Cuff-Butto-

Liddy's knees seemed to glte away
Black Duck, Minn. "About a year
h-r- p
under her. Without a sound she sank
j
go I wrote you that I was sick and
.
down, leaving me staring at the win'
could not do any of
sfcss
I
nsaa
IffMjisjBgsa
Ass
Liddy
dow in petrified amazement.
my housework. My
began to moan under her breath, and
sickness was called
I
my
1
and
in
down
reached
excitement
r.
Retroflexion. When
L
s
1 would sit down I
shook her.
Fiase Floor. Puns
f
felt as if I could not
'ü
4J
"Stop it," I whispered. "It's only a
get up. I took
woman maybe a maid of the ArmLydia E. Pinkham's
unexpectedly w ith a pain in his right up, Miss Rachel!" she quavered strongs'. Get up and help me find the
Ve ge ta ble Comside, much worse whep I was
thín "Why, there's a dozen French win- door." She groaned again.
"Very
pound and did just
hearing distance, and by afternoon he dows In the drawing room and the bll- - well," I said, "then I'll have to leave
as you told me and
was started cityward. That night the Hard room wing, and every one opens you
now l am penectly
I'm going."
here.
cook's sister had a baby the cook, on a porch. And Mary Anne said that
cured, and have a
holding
to
that,
and,
She
moved
at
seeing indecision In my face, made It last night there was a man standing
biir babv bov."
my sleeve, We felt our way, with nuMrs. A.vva Anderson. Box iy. Black
twins on second thought and. to be by the stable when she locked the
,
billiard-roommerous collisions, to the
Duck, Minn.
short, by noon the next day the house- kitchen door."
there to the drawing-room- .
hold staff was down to Liddy and
"Mary Anne was a fool." I said and from
Consider This Advice.
myself. And this In a house with 22 sternly. "If there had been a man The Hght3 came on then, and, with
No woman should submit to a surgi-clong
the
French windows
rooms and five baths!
operation, which may mean death,
there she would have had him in the I had a creepy feeling unshuttered.
roof.
that each one until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham'3
w hat
w anted to go back to the city
Llddy
him
feeding
kitchen
and
been
And thep the madness seized me.
In Vegetable Compound, made exclusiveat once, but the milkboy said that was left from dinner, inside of an hour, sheltered a peering face. In fact.
When
light of what happened afterward, ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial.
look hack over the months I
the
be
Now
Armstrongs'
of
from force
habit.
don't
spent in Sunnyslde, I wonder that I Thomas Johnson, the
I am pretty certain we were under
This famous medicine for women
colored butler, was working as a ridiculous. Lock up the house and go
survived at all. As it is. I show the
surveillance during the entire ghostly has for thirty years proved to be the
I am going to read."
bed.
to
waiter
and
the
club
at
Greenwood
wear and tear of my harrowing exevening. We hurried over the rest of most valuable tonic and invigoratorof
might come back. I have the usual
But Liddy set her lips tight and the locking-uperiences. I have turned very gray
and got upstairs aa the female organism. Women residserving in almost every city and town in
stood still.
Liddy reminded me of it only yester- scruples about coercing people's
I left the lights
we
quickly
as
could
away, but few of us have any
"I'm not going to bed." she said. "I all on, and our footsteps echoed ca-- 1 the United States bear willing testiday by saying that a little bluing in ants
mony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
or am going to pack up, and
the rinse water would make my hair conscience regarding institutions
vernously. Liddy had a stiff neck tho E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
way we I am going to leave."
corporations
the
witness
I
silvery Instead of a yellow white.
next morning, from looking baclt over It cures female ills, and creates radibeat
and street car compan"You'll do nothing of the sort," I
go ant, buoyant female health.
hate to he reminded of unpleasant ies railroads
Ii yon
we can so I called up the snapped. Liddy and I often desire to her shoulder, and she refused io
when
are ill, for your own sake as well as
Utfnf. and I snapped her off.
to bed.
club,
eight
and
about
Thomas
o'clock
part company, but never at the same
"No." I said sharply, ' I'm not going Johnson came to see me.
"Let me stay in your dressing room. those you love, give it a trial.
Poor time. "If you are afraid, I will go
Mrs. Pinktaam, at Lynn, Mass.,
to use bluing at my time of life, or Thomas!
Miss Rachel," she begged. "If you
with you, but for goodness' sake don't don't I'll sit in the hall outside the invites all sick women to write
starch, either."
Well, It ended by my engaging try to hide behind me."
her for advice. Her advice is free,
Liddy's nerves are gone, she says,
door.
I'm not going to be murdered and always belpf uL
Thomas on the spot, at outrageous
The house was a typical summer with my eyes shut."
since that awful summer, but she has wages,
and with permission to sleep residence on an extensive scale.
enough left, goodness knows! And in the gardener's
It was 11 o'clock when I finally
lodge, empty since Wherever possible, on the Brat floor,
FITTED TO BE STARS.
When she begins to go around with a
for bed. In spite of my assumpwas rented. The old man the architect had done away with parthe
house
lump in her throat, all I have to do
he was white-haireand a little titions, using arches and columns in- tion of indifference, I locked the door
la to threaten to return to Sunnyslde,
stooped, but with an immense idea of stead. The effect was cool and spaci- into the hall, and finding the tranand she Is frightened into a semblance his personal dignity gave me his
som did not catch, I put a chair cauous, but scarcely cozy. As Liddy and
of cheerfulness
from which you may
tiously before the door it was not
reasons hesitatingly.
to
I
one
another,
window
went
from
)ttd(a that the summer there was
necessary
to rouse Liddy and climb"I ain't savin' nothing', Mis' Innes
our voices echoed back at us uncomi
but a success.
ing up put on the ledge of the tranwas
he
his
plenty
on
of
light
knob,
said,
fortably.
door
hand
the
There
"but
The newspaper accounts have been
here this las' the electric plant down in the village som a small dressing mirror, so that
so garbled and incomplete one of there's been goin's-ofew
as
months
ain't natchal. 'Tain't supplied us but there were long vis- any movement of the frame would
them mentioned me hut once, and
send it crashing down. Then, secure
then only as the tenant at the time one thing an' taint another it's jest tas of polished floor, and mirrors in my precautions I went to bed.
unexpected
us
squealin'
a
which
a
here,
door
reflected
from
an'
winder
the thing happened that I feel it my
I did not go to sleep at once. Liddy
Mr. Jamie- due to tell what I know
disturbed me just as I was growing
son. the detective, said himself he
drowsy, by coming in and peering unWiggins Say, Ragsy, it's a wonder
could never have done without me,
der
the bed. She was afraid to speak, dey
although he gave me little enough
hasn't started up de baseball gama
of her previous
however,
because
credit, In print.
snubbing, aud went back, stopping in In Russia long ago.
Ragsy What put dat in yer head?
I shall have to
go back several
the doorway to sigh dismally.
Wiggins 'Cause dey are 6uch good
years 13, to he exact to start my
Somew here down stairs a clock runners.
story. At that time my brother died,
with a chime sang away the hours
leaving me his two children. Halsey
eleven-thirty- ,
forty five, twelve. And Do farmers eat the proper sort of food ?
was 11 then and Gertrude was seven.
The farmer of today buys a much
the lights went out to stay. The
then
elecHalsey
had finished his
When
Electric Company shuts up larger proportion of the food that goes
Casanova
trical course and Gertrude her board
shop and goes home to bed at mid- on the table than he did ten years ago.
ing school both came home to stay.
night: when one has a party, I be- It's a good thing that this is so becausa
Th
winter Gertrude came out was
lieve it Is customary to fee the com- he has a great variety to select from.
nothing hut a succession of sitting up
pany, which will drink hot coffee and He should, however, use great care
late at night to bring her home from
keep awake a coup.e of hours longer. In selecting for the best results in
things, taking her to the dressmakers
But the lights were gone for good health and strength.
naps
the next day, and disbetween
The widespread tendency in the city
night. Llddy had gone to sleep,
that
couraging ineligible youths with either
as I knew she would. She was a very to increase the amount of Quaker Oats
more money than brains or more
unreliable person: always awake and eaten Is due very largely to the recent
brains than money. Tly spring I was
ready to talk when she wasn't wanted demonstrations by scientific men that
quite tractable. So when Halsey sugdozing off to sleep when she waa the Quaker Oats fed man Is the man
and
gested camping In the Adirondacks
with greatest physical endurance and
I called her once or twice, the only reand Gertrude wanted Har Harbor, we
greatest mental vigor.
explosive
an
snore
being
that
sult
good
country house
compromised on a
Farmers should give this subject
threatened her very windpipe then I
with links near, within motor dis-tagot up and lighted a bedroom candle. careful thought and should Increase
e of town and telephone distance
My bedroom and dressing room the quantity of Quaker Oats eaten by
of the doctor. That was how we went
were
above the big living room on themselves, their children and the
1
to Sunnyslde.
a
the first floor. On the second floor a farm hands.
We went out to Inspect the property,
Packed in regular size packages,
long
length
rrn
the
of
corridor
the
to
deserve Its name.
and It seemed
house, with rooms opening from both and in hermetically sealed Una for hot
Its cheerful appearance gave no indi67
sides. In the wings were small cor- climates.
cation whatever of anything out of
crossing
ridors
the
one
main
Only
the
ordinary
one
Shows
of
thing
Value
Steel
Car.
the
seemed
plan was simplicity itself. And just
That the steel car is of great value
unusual to me: The housekeeper, who
as I got back into bed, I heard a as a protection to passengers In tho
had been left In charge, had moved
sound from the east wing, apparently, event of collision was demonstrated
from the house to the gardener's lodge
that made me stop, frozen, with ono In a recent clash of two trains In
a few days before. As the lodge was
bedroom slipper half off, and listen. It the Hudson tunnel. New York city.
far enough away from the house, tt
was a rattling metallic sound, and It There was no such telescoping as
seemed to me that either tire or
reverberated along the empty balls would probably have occurred with
thieves could complete their work of
like the crash of doom. It was for all wooden cars, and the Injuries were
destruction undisturbed. The property was an extensive one; the house on
the world as If something heavy, per- merely such as resulted from the pashaps a piece of steel, bad rolled clat- sengers being thrown down by the
the top of a hill, which sloped away In
tering and jangling down the hard- shock of the collision.
great stretches of green lawn and
wood stairs leading to the card room.
clipped hedges, to the road, and across
Got Some Free Land
the valley, perhaps a couple of miles
In the silence that followed Llddy
Colorado. Rich soli, fine climate.
sway, was the Greenwood Club house
That Completed Our Demoralization.
stirred and snored again. I was ex- In
Gertrude and Halsey w,-rInfatuated.
asperated; first she kept me awake Write W. F. Jones, 750 Majestic Bldg
The property was owned by Paul closing' there, but when doors an' corners, until I felt some of Liddy's by silly alarms, then when she waa Denver, Colo., for full particulars.
Armstrong, the president of the wlndera geta to cuttin' up capers and foolishness communicate itself to me. needed she slept like Joe Jefferson, or
Information.
The house was very long, a rectan- Rip they are always the same to me.
Traders' hank, who at the time we there's nobody nigh 'em, It's time
Census Taker What Is your color?
took the bouse was In the west with Thomas Johnson sleeps soraewhar's gle In general form, with the main en- I went in and aroused her. and 1 giro
Sweet Young Thing George says II
trance In the center of tbe long side. her credit for being wide awake the Is peaches and cream.
his wife and daughter, and a Dr. else."
Uddy, who seemed to be never The brick-paveentry opened into a minute I spoke.
Walker, the Armstrong family phyVOI R rXOTHKS LOOK TF.M.OWt
sician. Halsey knew Louise Arm more than ten feet away from me that short ball, to the right of which, sepa"Get up." I said, "if you don't want DO
If so, use Red Cross Ball Blue. It will maka
strong had been rather attentive to night, and was afraid of her shadow rated only by a row of pillars, was a to be murdered in your bed."
tbem
white as snow. 2 ox. package 3 cents.
her the winter before, but as Halsey In that great barn of a place, screamed huge living room. Reyond that was
How?" she yelled voclfer-- ,
"Where?
.
yellow-greenSelf-lovthe drawing room, and In the end tbe ously,
Is the only kind that puts a
was always attentive to somebody, I a little, and turned a
and Jumped up.
man In tbe undertaker's hands.
billiard room. Off the billiard room,
had not thought of it aerlously, al- Hut I am not easily alarmed.
somebody In the bouse," I
"There's
though she was a charming girl. I
It was entirely In vain I represented in the extreme right wing, was a den, said. "Get up. Weil have
to go to
knew of Mr Armstrong only through to Thomas that we were alone, and or cardroom, with a small hall open-la- the telephone."
on the east veranda, and from
his connec tion with the bank, where that he would have to stay io the
Bsai
BmsssaswaW
"Not out In the hall!" she gasped;
thchildren'! money was largely In house that night. He was politely there went up a narrow circular stairRachel,
In
Miss
not
"Oh.
out
tba
case.
vested, und through an ugly story firm, but be would come over early
ball'" trying to bold me bark. Rut I
Uddv and I Wt f 'u far an lha
r
about the son. Arnold Armstrong, who the next morning, and If I gave him a
Uddy Is small
was reported to have forged his fa key he would come In time to get room and turned on all the lights I ?.m "rgf 0,nn
got
We
door,
tbe
somehow, and
io
I
a
on
of
some
breakfast.
sort
stood
ther's name for considerable amount
tried the small entry door there,
However, the the huge veranda and wat tied him which opened on the veranda, and ex- Llddy held a brass andiron, which It
to soni" hank paper
was all she could do to lift, let alone
shuffle along down the shadowy drive amined the windows.
story bad had no Interest for me.
Kverything was brain anybody with. I listened, and,
feelings
mingled
Halsey
Irritation
at
with
I
and
cleared
le
secure, and Llddy. a little less ner- bearing nothing, opened the door a
away to a house party, and moved out ins cowardice and thankfulness at get- - vous now,
bad just pointed out to mo little and peered Into the hall. It was
ting blm at all I am not ashamed
io Sunnyslde the first of May.
the
disgraceful
dusty condition of the a black void, full of terrible suggesdouble-lockeI
say
to
ball
the
that
LjBKa&sLej m m, asw muá
The first night passed quietly
hard-woofloor, when suddenly the tion, and my candle only emphasized
enough I have always been grateful door when I went In.
Llddy squealed and drew
"You can lock up the rest of the lights went out. We waited a mo- the gloom.
for that one night's peace; It shows
me
again,
back
and as the door
I
go
I
Llddy."
ment;
to
bed.
country
Llddy
and
aald
might
house
was stunned with
think
be under fa
what the
you give me tne creeps fright or she would have screamed. slammed, the mirror I had put on tho
Never after severely.
vorable circumstances.
transom came down and hit her oa
that night did I put my head on my standing there. A woman of your age And then I clutched her by the arm
tbe head. That completed our deany
sense."
better
ought
usualhave
It
assurance
to
how.
Ions
with
pillow
Mid pointed to one of the windows
moralization it was some time before
It would he there; or on niy shoulders ly bracea Liddy to mention her age; opening on tho porch. The
sudden I could persuade her she had not been
she owna to 40 which la absurd Her change
(or that matter.
threw the window into relief, attacked from behind by a burglar,
On the following morning Uddy and mother cooked for my grandfather, an oblong
" wmswl'n
KnaTlrsrla 2JI Nuflb
of grayish light, and showed and when sbe found tbe
list HI.
be
Llddy
must
as
least
at
aa
old
my
own housekeeper, aad
mirror
Mrs Ralston,
figure
us
a
standing
I.
close,
But that night ahe refused to
peering In. smashed on the floor she wasn't much
had a difference of opinion, and Mrs
ORE A T BARGAIN FOR YOU
As I looked It darted across tbe verRalston left on the II train. Just after brace.
better.
Silt Ssatlls. anr awssf in. Tl- - Pis. or ust l.tatai
going
to
me
not
lock
11
"You're
ask
anda
to
:
of
was
out
t,irNni ant
sight In tho darkness.
asir SsafciftS-- r.
aid
ssala alsa aia
ke. the butler,
taken
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Legal Notices.

Hotel Southwestern

Notice For Publication
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M
Juue 1, ItlO

European

Bow-nun-

J. C. JONES. Prop.

OpposjtnPaHJI
J. Q. GRANT,

City Livery and Transfer
Good rigs, earetul drivers and
ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just tíast of News office
Is now

Phone

Residence Phone 170

A.

FRIBLEY, Prop.

The Choicest Cuts
of Finest Fed Beef
Prjone No 57

Maxirr)urr) Quality

Mevll-r-

'i 9

Register. DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE

.')

Q EORGE

i

Dated this 13th dav of June. 1910.
CHAS. P. DOWNS.

"K" Lists

--

O.

BRYAN,

SUR6E0N

Clerk

6 16 4

Resident
Í
Hospital

473, and 480.

S3

4

--

ALAMOGORDO,

B. E. M.

NEW MEXICO

Restoration to Entry of Lands
in National Forest.
yyiss JONNIE MURPHY,
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below, embracOPTOMETRIST.
ing 100 acres, within the Alamo
Eyes tested and Classes fitted.
National Forest, New Mexico,
will be subject to settlement Hours 9 to 12 a."m. 2 to 5 p.
'and entry under the provisions
f tj
homeitead ftW
f
rjtiited States and the act of
)R. J. R. GILBERT,
1SHX5
(34
11,
888),
Uune
at
Stat.,
Physician and Surjecn,
tne rjnjted States land ollice at
'

0n(.(1

Las

i

who

i
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,i

New

,

.,,

Mexico
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0(

Offilce,

,Aii..
III"

"
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i
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Upstairs

Pbune

1

,1

in

the Gilbert Ituildlnif.

Alamoeordc. N.

13.

M.

aim in uuu
faith claiming any of said lands
for agricultural purposes prior to J2)R. J- G. HOLMES.
ami has BOt
JQUry "
Physician.
abandoned same, has a prefer- 1,
vi rr it t..
.i,,.,,
a
IP
riKt: iigni in iiiartv
iiiirMruu
OSa over K..llanil' Omif Stor,
entry , for the lands
actually
,
,
,r or.- -. n
i vi
uj'n
i iiMFM
i.
rri i.
M IONE HÜLETT,
lHV
01 t ne per- uw"
.,,
..
CIIIIQ limlit
,.lii, L. L,.
W....1,
n
'i
oviio
nilU liuc
ociun,
núfavanAii
Osteopathic Physician.
rurl.t l'ii Uín.ir tñJ VUO
ua jjivn
u ntt llalli,
prior right of any such settler,
Cirner 10th Street ami Virginia Ave.
provided such settler ir applicant
Alamoenrdo. New Mexico.
qualified to make homestead
entry and the preference right
is exercised prior tf August It,
McKlNLEY
1910, on which ilate the lands'
will be subject to settlement
Physician
ctmmij
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THE CASH MEAT MARKET
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;
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Proprietor of the
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X
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Notice is hereby given that William
Hyde, of Alainogordo, N. M., whu, on
November 5, iu8, made H,oinesti;ul
Applic.it ion, No. 9365 (U4US), (or NVV4.
Section 5, Township IT 8 , Range U E.,
X. M. V. Meridian, has tiled notice of In
tention to make Final commutation
r'roof. to establish claim to the land
.
ibove described, before Johu M.
Probata Clerk, at Alatnngordo.
' M.,
ni the 13rd day of Julv, 191U.
Clalmnant name as witnesses:
i oree
J'. Dlliard, of Alamogordo, New
Territorial Engineer.
Mexico.
Richard B. Dillard, of Alamogordo, New
Mexico.
Notice for Pubhcat.on
eorge Christopher, of Alamogerdo.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
New Mexico
I'oiu Charles, of Alamogordo, New Mexr'and
M
' s
ico.
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
at
J03E GONZALES,
May 21. 1910.
0 i St
Register.
Notice i hereov given that Joseph
Louis Hill, of Alatiioeordo. New Mexico
who, on April 16. 1910, made Homestead
Notice For Publication
Application, No. 04381. for NV4, Section
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR tí. Township
N. M. P.
, Range io E
U. S. Land Office at
make Final Five Year Proof, to establish
Las Cruces, New Mexico
claim to the land above desc.lbed, be
June 3, 1910.
I?,
.....t..
."i
nuvr
i'i'ijii M
to fL.Hl.
wskui i i,i una
vinn,
Notice Is hereby given that Ellas Hill, at Alamogordo, Now Mexico, on the
of La Luz. New Mexico, who. on Dec
l fit.li dav of .Ttilv. lOlf,
emher il. 1904, made Homestead AppliClaimant names of witnesses
cation. No 4332 (01641), for SW4NKI William E. Carmack
of Alamogordo,
W2SE4 A SE4NW4. Section 14, Town
New Mexico
ship IS S, Range 11 E, jj. M. P, Meri- lucuM.i V
1
Vou-n
f
i
i ni.oM.ril,.
rt
lor
u
oi niaiuogoiuu,
niuijiii,
dian, has Bled notice of intention to "UUK
Mexico.
make Final Five Year Proof, to establish Manuel Naiera, of Alamogordo.
New
claim to the laud above described, before
Mpxic0
John M Bowman, Probate Clerk. ;it James A. Balrd, of Alamogordo. New
Alamogordo, New Mexico, on the 30th
Mexico.
day of July, 1910.
JOSE QONZALE8,
Claimant names as witnesses:
5 8S8t.
John Minus, of Alamogordo, New Ifex
Register.
John Meadows, of La Luz. New Mexico
Lorenzo (arela, of La Luz. New Mexico
Antonio Torres, of La Luz. New Mexico
Notice For Publication
JOSE (.ONZA LES.

Fooms are Cool and
Comfortable. Dining
loom and Cafe Service Unsurpassed.

I

sPgmms

.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

jyou by default and the said cause will
upon the evidence
proceed pro con
I
J Ihj ..l.l. tltli.
auuucen
lunnmi
Plaintiff's attorney Is L. O. Knlli
Esq,, and his address Is Roswell, New

rlate from the Puolic waters of tbeTer riiorvof New Mexico.
.
Such appropriate n is lo ne mace irom
E
Sec.
S.
points
canon
at
Cottonwood
U T. 15 S. R. 11 E , by rneansof diversion
and 24 cti. ft per. sec Is to be conveyed
10 Sec. 10, II. ti, '! 30. .11 T 15 S. R.
of ditches and there
11 E. by means
used for domestic use and to irrigate
goo acres.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration on
the 11th of July. ItlO, and all persons
who may oppose the granting of the
above application must lile their objec
tlons substantiated with affidavits (prop
erly backed with application number)
with the Territorial Engineer on or be
furs that date.
Vkbxon L Si i. I. ivan.

.

a.

JK.
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i
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E.

U,,d

.son.
The
8W

e"fr'

,by

lalilied
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and Surgeon

per- -

are as follows :
of NWVi ofM-'i- ,
the
of NWW of NK't. Sec. 29,
16 8., R. 11 E., N. M. M., m

Kes.

i

EV4

I

194

Hours

Office 138

fí

to
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2

to

i
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AI.AMOI.OKDO. N It.
St Las Cruces. N. M.
,
Notice for Publication
June 6. 1910; riQ
New YorK Avenue
'
,
.
Notice is hereby given that Char es
"
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
H. GUDGBR,
n. u.
N. Carne, of Alaninavtrrin. Kn Hailin UU, OI LiB LUZ. ACW Mexico
r.
:
.,
i
..
!
ao
.:
S.
r. LAND OFFICE
n. on ,n zu, r.uu. maae ii..me.i-a- . List iriuo. ti...
Application. No. 321907(03940), for sV4. SE1
at Las Cruces. New Mexlc
Dentist.
, Sec. 80, the X1:' of
Prepared to do p,.rcelain t rimn and
May 11, 1910. Section 7. Township 17 S.. Range 10 E.. NEV4 of NE1 4, the SE'i of N K14
N. M. F
tiriiliie work, p.irielain iataM! l!,i
has tiled notice of
Notice's hereby given that William intention Meridian,
Sec. 81, the S
ffold inlays.
of
to make Final commutation of NE
C. Watson, of Cloudcroft.
New Mexico, Proof, to
of NW
the N W M OFFICK OVER WaKKEN'S IRU(. STORf
establish claim to the land NW
who, on February 11. 1903, made Home
Rooms F, G and H.
above described, before John M How of NW 4 of NW
Pkoaa 77
the W 2
stead Entry, No, 3856 (01441), for iota man,
Probate Clerk, at Alamogordo. of NE
B .v. B Sec, 2. A lots 11 A 12,
of NW l of NW -,
Suction I, New Mexico, on the '.'5th
July.
of
day
Township 16 S. Range 11 E . N, M. P 1U1U.
the W
of SW
..f N K
R. K. R. JARVIB
Meridian, has liled notice of intention
N
NW
of
1.2
of SK 1.4
l.
the
Claimant
names
as
witnesses:
to make Flnrl Five year Proof, to e ta
Fred I!. Chamberlain, of Alamogordo. of NW
OFFICE PHONE lisli claim to
the NE
of SW
the lai d above describí d.
NO. 4.
New Mexico
of NW
N
NW
before John M Kowman. Probate Clerk,
the
of
RESIDENCE
E.
samuel
Fisk. of Alamogordo. New of 8W
PHONE
at Alamogordo, New Mexico, on the !fl
of NW
Natllo,.al ltanL
Sec. 82. T. Office ,.ver
NO.
day of June, lulo.
19 S
R
M. L. Oliver, of Alamosordn. New Ma.
F... ID acres, a mil i - Phone 71.
Claimant names as witneiiei!
Ico
cation (if D. C. Fleming, of Pin- ALAMOGORDO, N. M.
Eliza J. Martin, of Mountain Park. New
.... KT
i
j ..
o.
Dantel C.
of Alamogordo,
I
New uu,
.xi-yMev
i ne
Mexico;
List
lames Martin, of Mountain Park. Sew
W 4 of SK' i of SK' ., 8ec.40, T.
JOSE GONZALES.
Mex.
15 S., R. 11 E., l'd u. ros, applicB- - CHERRY & SHERRY
6 9 St.
Register.
James F. Haynes. of Mountain Park.
.Tnkn Í3
...(', . ,m I..
firm
nf ...Oil.
...... ...
... I.'l.
II
New Mex.
Attorneys at Law
Lne,
New
Mexico; List
Fred Bay, of Mountain Park. New Mex
S.
JOSE CON A LES. Register. DKPARTMENT OF TERRITORIAL V. Proudfit, Assistant CommisOffice Oeetaira
ENtilNEKR
sioner nf the Genera) Land offFirst Nation! Bank lluildine
Number of Application 447.
ice. Appeared May
mho,
Notice for Publication.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Frank
Fierce,
Kirt
Assistant
June
lino
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
MAJUK,
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